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At a Glance
KEY INSIGHTS

ETH options traded on Lyra were
cheaper than options traded on
Deribit across the whole smile
The skew of both smiles remain
similar, with markets valuing
OTM puts at a higher implied vol
than OTM calls, signalling their
preference for downside
protection
Deribit's smile remains much
steeper than Lyra's, with this
characteristic more exaggerated
in OTM calls than OTM puts

ETH SABR SMILE CALIBRATIONS - 31-MAR23 EXPIRY 9:00 UTC
SNAPSHOT

One of the Largest Liquidation Events on Aave

March 17th saw one of the single
largest liquidation events take place
on AAVE, with $7.8M of staked ETH
(stETH) liquidated in one transaction
This is nearly the same amount in
dollars that was liquidated during
the whole USDC de-peg crisis
This liquidation was triggered by an
MEV bot, which was able to repay
part of a wrapped BTC (WBTC) loan
that was collateralised by stETH in a
complex series of transactions
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Lyra vs Deribit Volatility Smiles

ETH options traded on Lyra were cheaper than options traded on Deribit across the whole smile
The skew of both smiles remains similar, with markets valuing OTM puts at a higher implied vol than
OTM calls, signalling their preference for downside protection
Deribit's smile remains much steeper than Lyra's, with this characteristic being more exaggerated in
OTM calls than in OTM puts

This chart shows the SABR calibrated volatility smiles of the on-chain options exchange protocol Lyra (on
the Optimism network) vs Deribit, the largest off-chain options exchange. Please note that Lyra IVs
represent the IV when trading 1 contract and will be different for larger trade sizes.
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Stablecoins

Average Stablecoin lending yields across Aave & Compound

Following the USDC de-peg crisis, USDT lending yields have subsided and now trades in tandem
with yields offered by other stablecoins
The USDC de-peg event was followed by a gradual reduction of stablecoin TVL in Aave and
Compound. This trend has now reversed, with TVL returning back to levels seen before the de-peg
event.

Total Stablecoin value locked in Aave and Compound
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Stablecoins 

BUSD

USDT

DAI experienced a consistent and prolonged decrease in TVL in borrowing and lending protocols
following its de-peg on March 11th
It experienced a sharp recovery on the 17th of March, to levels higher than it saw in the days leading
up to the de-peg event
USDT TVL remains strong, with supply for the asset in lending markets meeting demand following
the USDC de-peg event and driving lending yields down 
USDC sees little change in TVL after the event, remaining at levels seen during and after the event

USDC 

USDC 
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Beacon Chain

Total Beacon Chain Deposits

So far, there has been close to 18M ETH deposited in the Beacon chain smart contract and
committed to validate new Beacon chain blocks
At the time of writing, there are 1,361 validators that are fully able to withdraw their tokens from the
Beacon chain, should deposits be enabled. Assuming they all have an average balance of 33ETH, 
 this equates to 44,913 ETH withdrawable the Beacon chain
It would take 85 blocks (approximately 18 minutes) for the Beacon chain to process these
withdrawals
There are a further 1,368 validators that have stopped their validating duties and are yet to enter a
state where they can withdraw their tokens. This is approximately 45,144 ETH that will join the other
1,361 mentioned above as soon as the Beacon chain is able to verify that they have not committed
any malicious acts in the course of their validating duties
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Interesting charts

Aggregate Liquidations Across Aave & Compound

March 17th saw one of the single largest liquidation events take place on AAVE, with $7.8M of staked
ETH (stETH) liquidated in one transaction
This is nearly the same amount in dollars that was liquidated during the whole USDC de-peg crisis
This liquidation was triggered by an MEV bot, which was able to repay part of a wrapped BTC (WBTC)
loan that was collateralised by stETH in a complex series of transactions
The liquidator took out a WETH flash loan from Balancer, converted these tokens into WBTC, repaid
the loan owed by the debtor, and received the debtor's collateral in return
The bot thereafter deposited stETH tokens into a curve liquidity pool, redeeming it for WETH to
repay back their flash loan
The liquidator behind this bot was able to take profits in excess of $140k 
The full details of the transaction can be seen here

https://etherscan.io/tx/0xd0443acef306c22a3f4f8255f995a8f1fedeb5f879545b1209c899183bb7a673
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